
Gamko E3 Bottle Cooler
Quick Facts

E3/22

E3/222

E3/2222

Ground breaking capacity and exceptionally low energy 
is the backbone of our E3 range, whilst also boasting a 
fantastic display area with a sleek, stylish look, perfect for 
both your front and back bar.

versus 291 in a 3 door traditional unit

versus 180 in a 2 door traditional unit

1434 x 492 x 860/880 mm (wxdxh)
Based on a £3 bottle of beer you can sell £492 
more per load, that’s an increase of 91%!

Based on a £3 bottle of beer you can 
sell £720 more per load, that’s an 
increase of 83%!

Based on a £3 bottle of beer you can sell £1086 
more per load, that’s an increase of 100%!

1988 x 492 x 860/880 mm (wxdxh)

2542 x 492 x 860/880 mm (wxdxh)

Our E3 range is available with solid or 
glass doors...

... and also available in either anthracite or 
stainless steel finishes

versus 360 from 2 x 2 door 
traditional units

x 722 (+100%!)

x 531 (+83%!)

x 344 (+91%!)

Other options... drawer cassettes, coloured LED lighting and a remote version

33cl bottle capacity:

OPTIONS

CAPACITYFINISH
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No rights can be derived from the information as shown in this brochure. Changes in content, technology and prices reserved.

UK Enquiries:

+44 (0)843 216 4665

sales@gamko.co.uk

Export Enquiries:

+31 (0)76 – 508 7500

sales@gamko.nl

www.gamko.com www.gamko.com

*Tests conducted on Gamko coolers were carried out at customer sites in real life conditions. The test includes built-in and frequent 
opening of doors and replenishment with non-refrigerated bottles. 

Type Energy usage Energy savings Savings

E3/22MU 500 750 60% 
E3/222MU 700 1200 63% 
E3/2222MU 750 1550 63% 
E3/22GMU 700 1300 65% 
E3/222GMU 950 1450 60% 
E3/2222GMU 1050 1500 67% 

 in KWh/day in Kwh/day in %

on energy compared to our previous models!

For more information you can watch our video or download specifications, on our website gamko.com or 
contact our customer service team.

  TotalChill technology means there are no ‘hot   
  spots’  so all of the bottles or kegs are cooled   
  equally and customers are served cold drinks

  Superior storage capacity of up to 722 bottles
  – makes ‘bottling-up’ more efficient for bar staff,  
  along with faster service delivering a better   
  customised experience

  Fast pull down time – fill E3 up and drinks are at   
  the right temperature for the next shift!

  Crafted in The Netherlands  - guaranteed    
  exceptional product quality

 Large glass surface area ensures fantastic visibility of the  
 drinks on offer

 Sleek and stylish design  - brings customers to your bar

The E3 gives you:

60%
ENERGY

Our range offers a saving of


